WE NEED YOUR EXPERTISE

RESEARCH STATS ASSISTANT +

- Graduate or PhD Student on thesis or dissertation track
- Must have or be pursuing a degree in computer science, math, statistics or a related discipline
- Experience in Graph Theory, Numerical Linear Algebra or Point Set Topology with portfolio work to support
- Software programming experience in Julia, Spark, & other extensible web technologies that manage distributed computing, ML frameworks, & Adv. stats (i.e. RFR, XGBoost)
- Proficiency in AI/ML/NLP applied
- Interest in healthcare
- SOLID communication (written and verbal) skills with non-technical audiences

Interested applicants should send their CV, cover letter, & link to their portfolio to admin@thescooplcc.co with the subject heading <I+Wanna+Work>. $8,000 for 3 -4 months with possible extension